
GODDESS WANDS

ROSE QUARTZ PLEASURE WANDS



Goddess Wands are rose quartz pleasure wands designed for 
conscious self pleasure and healing from within.

OPEN YOUR HEART 
 

Rose Quartz is a stone of 
unconditional love, compassion 

and forgiveness. 

HONOR YOUR BODY 
 

Using a crystal pleasure wand
helps you slow down and 

connect to your sacred 
sensuality. 

 

MADE WITH LOVE 

Each piece is handcarved from 
pure, organic crystal. They are 
all highly charged with loving, 

healing Reiki energy by Krystle 
Ash. 

GIVING BACK 
 

$5 from every wand sold is 
donated to Little Warriors, a 

Canadian charity that helps kids 
heal from sexual abuse. 

 

www.goddesswands.com



Goddess Wands are rose quartz pleasure wands designed for 
conscious self pleasure and healing from within.

The Original 7" Goddess Wand The Curvy G 7" Goddess Wand 
 

The Big Love 9" Goddess Wand Yoni Eggs + Sets 
 

www.goddesswands.com



The Original Rose Quartz Goddess Wand
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Goddess Wands are exquisite gemstone dildos made from 100% natural and organic rose

quartz crystal.

These luxurious rose quartz pleasure wands are made with care for conscious goddesses

who want to honor and explore their sexuality, while healing from the inside out through the

act of sacred self pleasure.

CARE:

Gently wash the wand with hot water and chemical free soap (or vinegar) when your

Goddess Wand first arrives, to make sure it is physically cleansed and ready to use.

It is recommended that you also energetically cleanse the wand using the method of your

choice. This clears any energies left from packaging and shipping and allows you to connect

with your crystal wand and set your intentions for it’s use.  There are many different ways to

cleanse crystals, I recommend a salt water bath, sound or energy clearing, smudging, or

bathing your crystal wand in the light of the full moon.

Always wash with a mild, ph balanced soap (or vinegar) and plenty of clean, warm water

after each use of your Goddess Wand, and keep it in a sacred space in your room that is

appropriate for such a beautiful and powerful healing tool.  

You may also rinse with warm water and then use ONE drop of lavender essential oil

massaged over the wand.  Lavender essential oil is a powerful natural antiseptic that is also

gentle and safe when used correctly.   This will keep your wand sparkling clean and also

energetically pure and bright.   You can simply rinse again with warm water and rub with a

clean soft cloth before storing your cleansed wand back in it's velvety pouch.



Setting your intention for working with your new crystal Goddess Wand is a meaningful and

intimate ritual.  

After physically cleaning and energetically cleansing your crystal wand, prepare a space

where you can have time to relax, uninterrupted, free of any outside distractions.

This wand is a gift to your self, from your self.  You may wish to honor this offering and

embrace the sensual energy of this ritual by lighting some candles and incense, soaking in a

bath with some essential oils, and massaging your skin with love and coconut oil when you

emerge from your bathing.  Play soft and relaxing music that makes you feel like making

love.

Once you are also physically and energetically cleansed and in the right headspace, take

your Goddess Wand and sit comfortably in your warm and private space that you prepared.

Meditate by holding your crystal and closing your eyes, breathing slowly and deeply and

intending to connect to the Crystal itself.

You may choose to use an affirmation such as "I love myself, deeply and with my whole

heart." or  "I love my body.  I embrace my sensuality."  You can mentally recite the

affirmation of your choice slowly, while breathing deeply and visualizing your Goddess

Wand being filled with the essence of your declaration.

You may also wish to envision yourself, consciously healing and connecting to your sacred

sexuality and infuse the essence and power of that visualization into your crystal as well.

Some may wish to say a prayer or short statement to further anchor their intention that

their new Goddess Wand be filled with loving energy to help them heal and embrace their

sexuality.

There are many different ways and the best method is the one that works for you!

Of course, it is not necessary to program your wand with an intention before using it.  If you

prefer to just enjoy the smooth sensations of the cool rose quartz crystal without getting

into the energy healing aspects of the wand, that is also completely perfect.  
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The Original Gemstone Goddess Egg
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Goddess Eggs are exquisite gemstone yoni eggs.

These luxurious  yoni eggs are made with care for conscious goddesses who want to honor

and explore their sexuality, strengthen their yonis, and heal from the inside out through the

act of sacred self pleasure.

CARE:

Gently wash the egg with warm water and chemical free soap (or vinegar) when your

Goddess Egg first arrives, to make sure it is physically cleansed and ready to use.

It is recommended that you also energetically cleanse the egg using the method of your

choice. This clears any energies left from packaging and shipping and allows you to connect

with your crystal egg and set your intentions for it’s use.  There are many different ways to

cleanse crystals, I recommend a salt water bath, sound or energy clearing, smudging, or

bathing your crystal egg in the light of the full moon.

Always wash with a mild, ph balanced soap (or vinegar) and rinse with plenty of clean, warm

water after each use of your Goddess Egg, and keep it in a sacred space in your room that is

appropriate for such a beautiful and powerful healing tool.  

You may also rinse with warm water and then use ONE drop of lavender essential oil

massaged over the yoni egg.  Lavender essential oil is a powerful natural antiseptic that is

also gentle and safe when used correctly.   This will keep your yoni egg sparkling clean and

also energetically pure and bright.   You can simply rinse again with warm water and rub

with a clean soft cloth before storing your cleansed wand back in it's velvety pouch.



USE:

Once you have cleansed and programmed your yoni egg (if you so desire) you can begin to

use it.

Gemstone eggs were used since ancient times to strengthen, tone and heal a woman's most

sacred place, the yoni.  

The egg is worn by simply placing it inside the yoni, larger end first.  

Once inserted, you can use the egg to help with kegel exercises, or simply enjoy the

sensation of having it inside of you.  

Yoni eggs can be worn throughout the day without issue, during yoga practice, even while

making love if you so desire.  

Your yoni egg can be worn safely for up to 12 hours.  

If your yoni egg is drilled for a string you may use unwaxed floss, natural cotton or silk cord

as your retrieval cord.  It is recommended that beginners start with drilled eggs. 

If your yoni egg is undrilled, use your fingers and/or pelvic pressure to remove it.  Squat

down and push the egg out of your body with your PC muscles.   

Don't worry, you cannot lose your yoni egg inside of your body.  The cervix prevents anything

from getting lost in the vagina and ending up inside your body, because it acts as a physical

barrier. 

If your vaginal muscles are too weak to hold the egg inside of your body when you begin

practicing with your yoni egg, don't worry.  You can simply lay on your back and focus on

imagining your vagina squeezing the egg at first, or wear it while sleeping.  Over time your

muscles will strengthen.

If you have been wearing your yoni egg and you find that it suddenly drops or you can no

longer hold it within your body, don't be alarmed, this is perfectly normal.  Just like when

you exercise any other muscle in your body, after repeatedly working the muscle it will

eventually become tired and need to rest before continuing.  Give your yoni some time to

rest (overnight, a day, whatever feels right to you.) and continue with your practice again

another day.
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PROGRAMMING:

Setting your intention for working with your new crystal Goddess Egg is a meaningful and

intimate ritual.  

After physically cleaning and energetically cleansing your yoni egg, prepare a space where

you can have time to relax, uninterrupted, free of any outside distractions.

This egg is a gift to your self, from your self.  You may wish to honor this offering and

embrace the sensual energy of this ritual by lighting some candles and incense, soaking in a

bath with some essential oils, and massaging your skin with love and coconut oil when you

emerge from your bathing.  Play soft and relaxing music that makes you feel like making

love.

Once you are also physically and energetically cleansed and in the right headspace, take

your Goddess Egg and sit comfortably in your warm and private space that you prepared.

Meditate by holding your crystal and closing your eyes, breathing slowly and deeply and

intending to connect to the Crystal itself.

You may choose to use an affirmation such as "I love myself, deeply and with my whole

heart." or  "I love my body.  I embrace my sensuality."  You can mentally recite the

affirmation of your choice slowly, while breathing deeply and visualizing your

Goddess Egg being filled with the essence of your declaration.

You may also wish to envision yourself, consciously healing and connecting to your sacred

sexuality and infuse the essence and power of that visualization into your crystal as well.

Some may wish to say a prayer or short statement to further anchor their intention that

their new Goddess Egg be filled with loving energy to help them heal and embrace their

sexuality.

There are many different ways and the best method is the one that works for you!

Of course, it is not necessary to program your yoni egg with an intention before using it.  If

you prefer to just enjoy the smooth sensations of the cool rose quartz crystal without getting

into the energy healing aspects of the egg, that is also completely perfect.  
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Cleansing Mist 
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This natural spray is an effective and gentle way to clean your Goddess Wands and Yoni Eggs 

(or any of your crystals). 

The Sacred Cleansing Mist has a light, herbal scent that dissipates after drying and contains 

quartz crystal gem elixir, tea tree and lavender. 

You can even use it as a refreshing aura spray or room mist. 

CLEANSE 

Lavender and Tea Tree essential oil make this mist antibacterial, fast acting, and naturally 

derived. Perfect for physically cleansing your wand after every use. 

CLEAR 

Energetically calibrated to clear unwanted energies and leave your crystal singing with fresh, 

clear energy. Like a liquid smudge spray for your crystals, aura and even rooms and spaces. 

ENERGIZE 

Each 4 oz bottle also contains quartz crystal gem elixir that has been blessed with Reiki. The 

wonderful vibes from the crystal permeate the liquid and energetically imprint the spray 

with loving, cleansing divine healing energy. 

TO USE 

Shake gently but well before use. 

Cleansing your wand: Spray your wand lightly with the cleansing mist, rub the spray into the 

crystal for a few seconds, and rinse off with warm water. Dry with a clean, soft cloth and 

store in your sacred space. 

Aura Spray: Mist lightly around your body and allow this light yet powerful spray to clear 

unwanted energies. 

Room Spray: Spritz a few times around the room to cleanse the space and naturally 

deodorize. 

Product must be used as directed. For external use only, do not spray in eyes or other 

sensitive areas. 

INGREDIENTS 

Purified Water, denatured alcohol, lavender essential oil, tea tree essential oil, quartz crystal 

elixir, Reiki 



Salt Water Baths for your Yoni Wands + Eggs
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It is necessary to cleanse your yoni wands and eggs with a salt water bath about once a 

week, but you can do this more often if you like. 

Soak your yoni wands and eggs in a bowl of salt water for at least 20 minutes, and preferably

overnight. .  

Tell them to release any unwanted energies into the salt water and after they've had time to 

release you can flush the water down the toilet when it's done.    

Do not reuse this water for any other purpose as it will contain the unwanted energies. 

Why is this important? 

Crystals are energetic tools. They absorb, amplify, extract and transmute energy. If you are 

using your yoni wand for healing work (and even if you're not consciously using it for healing 

work) your crystal is helping you remove unwanted energies from previous physical, 

emotional and sexual trauma, energetic traces from previous lovers and more. 

You need to flush them out and treat them to a deep clean regularly so they can be fresh 

and pure and ready to keep working with and for you. 

A wand that is not cleansed regularly will hold on to the negative energies that it has cleared 

for you and will eventually become full of those unwanted energies.  It will be unable to 

absorb any more so it's healing abilities will be severely limited, and you could also 

unintentionally start reabsorbing the negative energies from the uncleansed wand when 

you work with it,   To avoid this issue, simply cleanse your wand often and well. 

You should always clean your wand physically after every use (like any toy) and cleanse it's 

energy as well. You can cleanse your wand's energy using lavender or tea tree essential oil, 

sound clearing, smudging or letting them bask in the moonlight.  

I offer a cleansing mist that combines essential oils with amethyst and smoky quartz chips 

in a spray with reiki infused water and alcohol, and its great for quickly cleaning your wands 

physically and energetically after each use. 

Even using these other methods, a deep cleansing saltwater soak is important once a week 

or so to keep your beautiful yoni wands crystal clear and sparkling with lovely energy.  



Smoke Cleansing
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You can burn sacred herbs and woods to cleanse your aura, your space, or your belongings.  

The ancient practice of smoke cleansing involves lighting these sacred herbs on fire and 

using the resulting smoke to clear away negative or unwanted energies and to welcome in 

positive, healing energy.  The practice of smudging is a type of smoke cleansing and 

originated in Aboriginal culture as part of their traditional religious and spiritual 

ceremonies.  

Today, we refer to the practice of burning sacred plants to shift energies as Smoke 

Cleansing, when it is not taking place as part of a traditional ceremony.   

There are many different herbs and woods that can be used to Smoke Cleanse such as sage, 

sweetgrass, cedar, palo santo wood etc.   

HOW TO USE A SAGE WAND OR PALO SANTO STICK: 

Select your sacred herb or wood that you will be burning.  

Prepare a fireproof container such as a terra cotta pot, ceramic dish, or abalone shell. 

Light the tip of your herbs or wood.  Allow it to burn for a few moments so that a nice ember 

can form, 

Blow out the flame so you have a nice glowing red ember on the tip. 

You may now hold the sage wand and direct the smoke around your aura, your space, or

your belongings while intending that the smoke clear away any unwanted energies and 

bring in positive energy. 

Place the wand or stick in your fireproof container to continue smoldering until the ember 

naturally goes out.   

IF USING LOOSE HERBS: 

Place the loose herbs in your fireproof container before lighting and direct the smoke from 

the smoldering herbs around your aura, space, or belongings using a feather or your hand.   

ALWAYS TREAT SACRED HERBS WITH RESPECT.  WHEN WORKING WITH FIRE OR EMBERS 

BE MINDFUL NOT TO LEAVE THEM UNATTENDED, AS YOU WOULD WITH A CANDLE OR ANY 

OTHER OPEN FLAME.   


